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Abstract

The text in many web documents is organized into a hierarchy of section titles and corresponding prose content, a structure which provides potentially exploitable information on discourse structure and topicality. However, this organization is generally discarded during text collection, and collecting it is not straightforward: the same visual organization can be implemented in a myriad of different ways in the underlying HTML. To remedy this, we present a flexible system for automatically extracting the hierarchical section titles and prose organization of web documents irrespective of differences in HTML representation. This system uses features from syntax, semantics, discourse and markup to build two models which classify HTML text into section titles and prose text. When tested on three different domains of web text, our domain-independent system achieves an overall precision of 0.82 and a recall of 0.98. The domain-dependent variation produces very high precision (0.99) at the expense of recall (0.75). These results exhibit a robust level of accuracy suitable for enhancing question answering, information extraction, and summarization.¹

1 Introduction

Web text continues to be an immense resource for researchers working in NLP and related areas, but its typographic structure (i.e., its visual organization) remains underutilized. Many texts on the web are organized into sections based on the topics presented, and each section has a title followed by prose text. The title tends to be visually distinct to separate it from the prose that follows it. Apart from improving the readability of the page, this explicit organization makes titles act as intuitive indexes for the prose text(s) that follow them.

In other words, titles are concise summaries of the following prose text.

Most current methods of web text extraction do not separate titles from prose text, instead treating the entire document as a single unit without internal structure. However, this internal organization has the potential to provide input to a variety of NLP tasks that can make use of information on topicality or discourse structure. In the case of question answering, this information can facilitate identifying maximally relevant sections to search for answers. It can also increase accuracy by filtering out false positives and minor references related to the topic of the question, which might be present in other sections. For information retrieval tasks, semantic matching of the search terms can be performed on the titles first, followed by a search on the prose texts associated with closely matching headers.

However, detecting the titles and prose segments in an HTML document is difficult for two reasons. One of them is the flexibility of HTML, which allows the same typographic layout to be represented in code in multiple ways. Tags are also nested with varying depths. Figure 1 illustrates this problem: similar title and prose text segments from four website privacy policies² have altogether different HTML tag structures. The second problem is that it is not straightforward to distinguish the information (encoded in HTML) that is necessary for title-prose detection from the rest of the HTML structure, including unrelated links, multiple tags with little or no content and page headers and footers. Sieving only useful information from these pages requires a flexible approach.

¹The source code and corpora generated by this research are available at https://github.com/abhijith-athreya/ASDUS.

²All the policies were retrieved on 2018-01-20, from the below URLs:
https://rule.alibaba.com/rule/detail/2034.htm
We present ASDUS (Automatic Segment Detection using Unsupervised and Supervised learning), a system that uses a variety of features of text and markup structure to identify the title and prose organization of HTML documents automatically. Our approach effectively strips away all unrelated HTML and produces simplified HTML with a predictable tag structure, thus making the extraction of section titles and prose text straightforward for downstream applications. We present two approaches, a domain-independent approach that requires no prior training and a domain-dependent approach that takes advantage of a labeled corpus. The domain-independent approach (abbreviated DI) yields an overall precision of 0.82, recall of 0.98 and coverage of 97.21%. The domain dependent approach (DD) produces an overall precision of 0.99, recall of 0.75 and coverage of 93.10%. We are releasing ASDUS and associated datasets to the research community for use and improvement.

2 Related Work

The detection of titles and prose in web documents has received little (if any) prior attention, but we briefly survey literature in some related areas.

Titles can be thought of as metalinguistic descriptions for the prose text they are associated with. Wilson (2013) attempted to identify a core metalinguistic vocabulary for the English language and to automatically identify instances of metalanguage usage. Deixis present in a text can also be considered metadata and detection of deixis helps in structuring the flow of information. Wilson and Oberlander (2014) attempted to capture word senses related to deixis.

Topic classification is the problem of segregating a document into different topics, and argumentative zoning (Teufel et al., 1999) was an early effort that shares some goals with the present work, as it addressed the detection of the main thematic areas in research articles. Teufel and Kan (2011) built a robust argumentative zoning system which used maximum entropy modeling to go with morphological features. Conditional random fields were adopted for categorization of sentences of a scientific abstract into different sections by Hirohata et al. (2008). Using posterior discourse and lexical constraints as features, Guo et al. (2013) improved upon existing information structure analysis of scientific documents through unsupervised and minimal supervised learning.

HTML structure analysis is the process of extracting useful information by utilizing the underlying HTML document structure. Information extraction from HTML using machine learning was introduced in SRV (Freitag, 1998), a top-down relational algorithm for information extraction. This system aimed at filling pre-defined slots for a web page in a particular domain. A set of extraction rules suitable to extract information from a website is called a wrapper (Flesca et al., 2004). Dalvi et al. (2011) worked on enhancing wrapper induction techniques by introducing a generic framework which allows for training on noisy data. Liao et al. (2015) used web block segmentation and machine learning algorithms to retrieve business event data, such as coupons, tickets, and sales campaigns. García-Plaza et al. (2017) worked on using fuzzy logic to leverage HTML markup for web page clustering. Using four essential features viz., text frequency, title, emphasis and po-
sition, they define 31 independent rules to arrive at the importance of a text segment. Unlike our approach, which is independent of the tag structures and learns patterns on its own, these methods depend on handcrafted rules and similar tag structures to identify various sections of the document.

3 Approach

Figure 2: Stages of the DI and DD approaches.

3.1 Domain-Independent Approach (DI)

Figure 2 depicts the stages of this approach, which are explained in detail below.

Text Collection: Using jsoup (Hedley, 2017), we parse the HTML file and for each non-empty tag encountered we extract a tuple consisting of the text and its XPath.

Feature Extraction and Clustering: For each tuple, we extract a set of features which aids in differentiating titles from prose text. The features are own text length, next text length, number of punctuation symbols, number of sentences, number of stop words (stop words were derived from Weka (Hall et al., 2009)), number of discourse cues, number of named entity slots and number of words with capitalized initial letter. We calculated the number of discourse cues as the sum of explicit discourse markers provided by Denver (2018) and the number of coreference chains. We used Stanford CoreNLP (Manning et al., 2014) for identifying coreference chains and named entities.

Titles tend to contain less text than prose segments, as well as fewer punctuation symbols, stop words, discourse markers, sentences and named entities. Since titles are not followed immediately by titles (in most cases), the next text length feature helps to remove false positives for title identification. All these features are collapsed into two dimensions, one being the text length and the other being the linear combination of remaining features.

K-means clustering (using scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011)) is performed on the feature set to group it into two mutually exclusive subsets. Figure 3 shows an example plot of the clustering. We obtain two distinct clusters with the title cluster closer to the origin and the prose cluster away from the origin. We leverage this property to obtain the label of the title cluster by identifying the label for the origin ([0,0]). Each text segment (and thus each tuple) is classified into title or prose using the k-means model.

Segment Identification: For each potential title identified in the previous phase, an overlap score is calculated by measuring the overlap between the lemmatized form of words belonging to the title and the lemmatized form of words from the next text segment. Based on experiments on a development set, the overlap threshold was set to 75%. Titles with overlap scores exceeding the threshold and their corresponding XPaths are added to the list of probable title candidates.

Simple Version Generation: Each element in the final title list is marked with a custom attribute in the original HTML. To generate the simple version, a top down parse of the HTML is performed, wherein nodes with custom attribute (titles) are enclosed in \textless h2 \textgreater tags and the text between two consecutive titles (prose) is enclosed in \textless p \textgreater tags. For the last segment, the prose text immediately following the title is added. For subsequent prose sections, a unigram overlap score similar to the one in the previous step is performed to avoid the addition of unrelated text, such as a page footer. Legitimate textual content appearing before the first title is included in the final output under an uncategorized title.
3.2 Domain-Dependent Approach (DD)

The DD approach differs from the DI approach by feature selection: the DD approach trains a neural network classifier on previously labeled examples.

Feature Extraction and Training: To construct labeled data for training, we chose to use web privacy policies due to their lengthy nature, the presence of a reasonable number of segments, the presence of relatively similar content with varying HTML structure across websites and their importance to the general public. We annotated each HTML tag of 100 web privacy policies with one of three labels: title, prose and unrelated. We built two word embedding models (using gensim (Rehůřek and Sojka, 2010)), one using text from the titles and the other using prose texts. Then for each HTML tag, we calculated two semantic relatedness scores: one between the title embedding and the text in the tag (t-score), and the other between the prose embedding and the text in the tag (p-score). The t-score is the log probability for a text segment with respect to the title embedding. The p-score is the log probability for a text segment with respect to the prose embedding. The intuition behind using these scores is that the t-score will be higher for titles and lower for prose text. Similarly, the p-score will be higher for prose text than titles. The t-score, p-score and length of the text formed the feature set. Using TensorFlow (Abadi et al., 2015), we trained a feedforward neural network (h1=24, h2=48) to classify text between tags as title, prose or unrelated.

4 Dataset and Results

The problem of automatic detection of titles and prose text in HTML documents has received scant prior attention. Due to this, a corpus containing HTML documents along with their respective annotated versions (titles and prose sections annotated) was unavailable. This lack of data prompted the creation of a new corpus consisting of web documents and their respective annotated versions.

The dataset consisted of three sets of web documents to achieve an exhaustive evaluation of the system. The first set consisted of 152 website privacy policies. We collected 80 of them from Amazon Alexa’s top 100 websites list for 2016 and 72 from the top two websites of each top Google Trends entry of 2017. Privacy policies of various companies have different HTML structure. They tend to contain many sections with each section having a title and corresponding prose text. They are also lengthy and include essential information which is often neglected by most users (Wilson et al., 2016). These factors make privacy policies ideal candidates for testing ASDUS. For the second set, we used www.randomlists.com to generate a list of 200 random sites. We selected the websites which had terms of service in English, and this left us with 100 documents. Similar to privacy policies, terms of service documents offer a reliable set of testing opportunities. For the third set, we wanted greater diversity in content and domain, leading us to choose web pages by collecting the top two to four Google search results for the following topics: news, sports, botany, web design, photography, data science, cookie policies, HTML, history, migraine, dataset, technical documentation, shoes, grammar, kids stories and cricket. We skipped web pages which did not have sectional demarcations. Table 1 has more details on the size of the dataset. The dataset for the DD approach consisted of the same 152 web privacy policies which were used in the DI approach. Privacy policies of different websites have content related to similar topics which makes them specific and suitable for the DD approach. Out of 152, 122 were used for training and development and the remaining 30 were used for testing. We manually annotated the entire data set and created sanitized versions out of them for evaluation.

We evaluated our models in two ways. One was the ability to detect all title and prose segments, measured via precision, recall and F-1 scores. This metric is evaluated by comparing the simplified output of ASDUS with the sanitized version. The output was deemed correct only when the system detected and produced both the title and its corresponding prose section. The second facet of evaluation was to determine the percentage of legitimate original text reproduced in the output. We name this the coverage of the output. A higher coverage indicates lower loss of text, which is desirable.

The results of the DI approach are presented in Table 2. The near-perfect recall is due to the ro-
Table 2: Results of the DI model. Columns represent type of web document, precision, recall, F-1 score, support and coverage respectively. Under Type, PP=privacy policies, TOS=terms of service, Misc=miscellaneous and Avg=weighted average.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PP</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>3611</td>
<td>96.92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOS</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>2299</td>
<td>98.85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misc</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>685</td>
<td>95.86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>6595</td>
<td>97.21%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Results of the ablation study for the DI approach. The columns indicate dropped feature, precision, recall and F-1 score respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dropped Feature</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>text length</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stop words</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>punctuation symbols</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sentences</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>next text length</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>capitalized first letter</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>discourse markers</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>named entity slots</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Results of the DD model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F-1</th>
<th>Supp.</th>
<th>Cover</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>754</td>
<td>93.10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In sharp contrast to the DI approach, the DD approach (Table 4) has high precision owing to the similarity of title texts across documents in the same domain and differences between vocabularies of title and prose text. Training on word embeddings of titles has rendered the system sensitive to variations, resulting in the rejection of many legitimate titles, which in turn led to the slightly lower recall and coverage values. This over-fitting can be mitigated by training on a larger corpus and by increasing the context window while generating word embeddings of prose text.

The complementary nature of the two models is identifiable from the results. The word embeddings of the DD approach contribute towards precision, and the lexical and morphological features of the DI approach contribute towards recall. We can treat the word embeddings as the semantic aspect of the underlying text and the lexical and morphological characteristics of the DI model as the syntactic aspect. Both of these aspects of language thus inform the orthographic structure of documents. However, the domain-independence or the ability of the DI approach to work on different domains without the need for prior labeled data is a substantial advantage over the DD approach, which requires pre-labeled data. Annotation of HTML documents and generation of the sanitized version is a tedious process and requires human effort, lending value to both methods.

5 Future Work and Conclusion

The two methods presented in this paper were effective in identifying the title and prose texts of segments of HTML pages. The DI approach, with its high coverage, is desirable when the penalty for losing text is high. The DD approach can be used in situations where precision is prioritized over recall. In the future, we intend to build upon our methods and enable automatic detection of subheaders. This would lead to the identification of hierarchical organization of the text, which provides a novel approach to generate web ontologies. Further, we have planned to generate titles for prose text essentially creating micro-summaries of text, a relatively unexplored area.
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